longest element of the Weyl group, and the generalized Verma module concerned is induced from a one dimensional representation. Let G be a complex Lie group such that Lie (G) = g and L the connected subgroup of G with the Lie algebra I. In this case, (L, ad, u) is known to be an irreducible regular prehomogeneous vector space, and we can show that the b-function of the semi-invariant coincides with the fe-function of the prehomogeneous vector space (L, ad, it) (cf. the proof of (4.2.1)). Thus, in this special case, the above conjecture asserts a relation between the irreducibility of certain generalized Verma modules and fe-functions of the prehomogeneous vector space (L, ad, ti). This relation can be proved by a case study, and was first observed by S. Suga [29] . In fact, it was the original motivation of the present work to explain and generalize this observation of Suga. 0.4. Besides the purposes stated above, it would be worth noting the importance of the microlocal analysis of semi-invariants in connection with other problems in the representation theory. For example, a conjecture of Kazhdan and Lusztig (see (6.2) ) implies that the holonomy diagram (cf. (5.18)) would coincide with the W-graph of the regular representation given in [18] if g is of type A l and p is the Borel subalgebra. Thus the determination of the microlocal structure of semi-invariants remains an important problem, even if the 6-function is determined. 0.5. This paper consists of nine sections. In § 1, we review some known facts about ^-modules associated to complex powers of regular functions. In §2, we review some known facts about complex semisimple Lie algebras and Lie groups. In §3, we state our main conjectures concerning the scalar generalized Verma modules, namely the induced modules from one dimensional representations of parabolic subalgebras. In §4, first in (4.1), we observe that our conjectures hold for Verma modules. (This case is due to M. Kashiwara [15] .) Next in (4.2)-(4.4), we show that our conjectures hold for commutative parabolic cases. We give two more examples (4.5) and (4.6) . In §5, we give techniques to calculate fe-functions of semi-invariants. In §6, we review the Kazhdan-Lusztig theory, and observe that it is useful for our calculation of 5-functions. In §7 and §8, we calculate fc-functions for some cases using the techniques given in §5 and §6. In §9, we discuss how to generalize the conjectures of § 3 to non-scalar generalized Verma modules. The identity element of G or W is denoted by e, not by 1. For weW, let /(w) be its length with respect to S. Let > denote the Bruhat order in W so that the identity element e becomes minimal. For each a eK, we fix a non-zero element X^ of g(a), which we shall call the root vector. For each weP^ we fix its representative element in N G (T}(a G), which we shall denote by w, or simply by w if there is no fear of confusion. We denote the universal enveloping algebra by £/( -).
2.2. For a character, say A, of T, we denote the corresponding character of t by the same letter A, and vice versa for a character of t which can be integrated to a character of T. Thus we consider an element A of £! = i^m; as a character of T, which we shall denote by the same letter L We also denote the natural extension of the character / of t (resp. T) to b or b_ (resp. B or B_) by the same letter L Moreover, if A can be extended to a larger algebra (resp. group) containing b or b_ (resp. B or J5_), then we shall denote such extensions also by the same letter L 2.3. For a subset / of S, let Wj be the subgroup generated by /, w z the longest element of W^ I' = w s /w s (c: S), U l = {ae/7|r a e/}, Rj the root subsystem of R generated by 77 7 , R L ± = Rj n R +, I = 1(1) = t + £ a6 /? 7 g(a), u± =u ± (/) = £ B6ll±ul/ g(a) J and p ± = p ± (/) = I + u ± . We denote the connected subgroups of G corresponding to I, u+ and p+ by L= L(/), U+ = U+(I) and P ± =P+(I), respectively. We usually write p = p(/) and P = P(I) for p + = p + (/) and P + = P+(I). Put P' = P(I') etc. For subsets J and K of S, let (Wj\W/W K ) s (resp. (W^W/W^) be the representatives of Wj\W/W K consisting of the shortest (resp. longest) element in each double coset. We write (W/W K ) S etc. for (W^\WIW K ) S etc.
2.4. Generalized Verma module Let us fix a subset / of S and let p = p(/) etc. Let / be a character of t such that </, a v >eZ> 0 for any ae/7 7 . Then / is the highest weight of a finite dimensional irreducible p-module (C x ) . Sometimes, it is convenient to consider /.'(x): = /i(w s x) and /' A W:=/ A (vv 5^) instead of / f and / A , which we shall also call the semi-invariants if there is no fear of confusion. They satisfy f'
x (e) = 1 and
A (x) for b'e£_, xeG and beB. 4.0. Here we calculate 5-functions of semi-invariants for some (g, /). If g is of type X l and S -I = {ii,~-9 i k }, we shall denote such a pair by (X l9 i !,-•-, y, and indicate it graphically by colouring black the vertexes corresponding to / of the Dynkin diagram of g. Along with the calculation of b-functions, we also determine the set of ^e^i 6S _ / Ctt7 I -such that M(A, p(/)) is reducible by applying the irreducibility criterion of Jantzen [12] , except for (4.1). In (4.1), we consider the case where I = 4>. The content of (4.1) is a restatement of [15] . In (4.2)-(4.4), we consider the case where p is a maximal parabolic subalgebra and its nilpotent radical is commutative. In (4.5) and (4.6), we study two examples, where the fr-functions can be calculated directly. 
Verma modules
-x(x + I)---, (x + m -1) for m > 0.
Commutative parabolic cases (1)
Let us consider the case where S -I consists of only one simple reflection r t and the coefficient of a £ in the highest root is equal to one. Then the nilpotent radical of the parabolic subalgebra p(/) is commutative, and all such parabolic subalgebras can be obtained in this way. We refer to these cases as commutative parabolic cases. Further we assume that g is simple. Such (g, i) can be classified as follows :
and (£ 6 , 1) -(£ 6 , 6).) First, in this number, we consider the cases where -w s (a f ) = oc t . We shall refer to these cases as regular commutative parabolic cases. It is known that (L(/), ad, u_(/)) ~ (L(/), ad, l/_(/)) is an irreducible regular prehomogeneous vector space. (See [25] and [7] for prehomogeneous vector spaces. See [22] and [21] [25] , we can see that each (/joexp)|u_ is an irreducible relative invariant. As is seen from the proof of (4.2.1), b f (s) is equal to the 6-function of (/)oexp)|u_, whose explicit form is given by
See [20] , also [21] and [11] . We can check this assertion by a direct calculation using the irreducibility criterion of Jantzen [12] . This assertion is essentially due to S. Suga [29] , and is the original motivation of the present work as is explained in (0.3). It is easy to see that Conjecture C also holds for the regular commutative parabolic cases. Proof. It is enough to show the surjectivity of dju at (e, w, e) for we Wj. Hence it suffices to show that p_ + I(J) + (ad w)p = g, or equivalently that (K_uK/)UKjUw(K+UK/) = R. Since weW^, the left hand side contains \Rj) = R. 
As is easily seen, (f[ |L(J))(w/ 1 x) is the semi-invariant of L(J) corresponding to the following white node. Remark 4.7. Although we can write down semi-invariants explicitly in many cases, it is difficult to calculate their fo-functions in an elementary way except for a few extremely simple cases such as (4.5) and (4.6). Thus we need an algorithm to calculate them, which we shall give in the next section. Without to say, once the fr-functions are calculated explicitly for a specific /, the verification of Conjectures B and C for this specific case is not difficult, and actually we can do in every example below. Unfortunately, our algorithm to calculate the fo-functions verifies only one half of Conjecture A, namely, the existence of the micro-differential operators Q M (A). The author hopes to discuss the differential operators P M in a different place. §5. Hoionomy Diagrams 5.0. In this section, we give a modification of the techniques developped in [24] , suitably for the calculation of fo-functions of semi-invariants. The main difficulty of the modification lies in finding codimension one intersections of irreducible components of W 0 (/' 5 ) (the characteristic variety of ^(/)) and in showing the local irreducibility of components. Our techniques to find codimension one intersections are given in (5.8)-(5.13). We discuss the local irreducibility in (5.16) and (5.17).
Let
For a tangent vector XeT x G at xeG and for geG, we write gX (resp. Xg) for (L g )^X (resp. (R^X). Then these "products" are associative, i.e., g 1 
Let T e G = g. Then the tangent bundle TG of G is the totality of the "products" gX (geG, XEQ). Note also that gXg~l = (adg)X. Consider the P' x P-action defined by (p' 5 p)x = p'xp" 1 for p'eP', peP and xeP'wP. The isotropy group (P' x P) w at w can be identified with P /w nP by P /w nP3p-»O, p)e(P' x P) w . For wXe T w (P'wP) ± and peP /w nP, we have wQ^Xp' 1 ) = > • wX • p~l. Hence the natural action of (P' x P) w on r w (P / wP) 1 is identified with the adjoint action of P' w f|P on ^a ew -i R+nR+ gW-We have
Since we(W I .\W/W I )* l9 w-*R r .-cR + and wR /f _c=R + . Hence w~1(K+ U# r )n(P + UK/) -(w" 1 P + flP+)U w" 1^, -UP/,-, where the right hand side is a disjoint union.
Colocalization Given we(W r \W/W I ) l .
Put R (w) -w "
Then the colocalization [24, 4.4] of the P' x P-action on G at w can be identified with (G(w), ad, F*(w)) and we have g(w) -t + Y.^R (^R '(

Good Lagrangian Recall that S = ^i e s-i
w i> ^ = ^ol^f^8 6 there. See [24] for the definitions of 'simple holonomic', 'principal symbol' and 'order'. 
Intersection of conormal bundles (1)
In the special case wher w > w' and l(w) -/(w') = 1, we can understand the intersection A(w)r\A(w') fairly well. First, let us consider this case. Put l/ a = x a (C), U^ = U (X -{e},
SuppOSC that w = wr j ji;, /(w) = /(w) + 1 + /(t;) =:n, w' = wy, /(w') = /(w) + /(f).
Note that wj8 > 0, u" 1^ > 0 and 5z£ -5t/(z)z.
Lemma 5.8.1. In a neighbourhood of vv'eG, we have an isomorphism
where Hence it suffices to give an isomorphism
8.3) BU(v)(]BU(ul w s ) = BU(v).
Hence, in order to prove (5.8.2), it is enough to show that 
Here the third equality holds only in a neighbourhood of w' = uv. Cf. (5.8.4). 
Next, let us consider a way to find elements in the intersection
t)u~l = x uft (t) and ^"^^(Ou = x v -i p (t).
Here ^(t) denotes a one parameter subgroup of G such that
. Then w^(t) represents the element reW. We take w /? (l) as a representative element of r, and denote W0(l) by r. Put 0(t) = ux ft (t)x_ ft (-t)x ft (t)v. Then gf(l) = urv =: w, gf(0) = MU =: w', and for t / 0. Hence if t =£ 0, then 
Here, for instance, the most right hand side denotes the totality of lim^^ u(r)-Xv(f) , where v(t) is any path in F*(w) such that lim v(t) Xv(t) exists. If a, a', a + %' eR, then it is known that \_X a , X^ = N aLta 'X a+a > with some N a<a -eC x . Take 1 jR+flK + , and let p = p(a) (resp. q = q(a)) be the integer such that a, a + y,---,a + pyeK and (p (resp. a, a + y,---,a + gyew"
1^ r\R + and a + (g + l)y$w~1R + O.R + ).
for 0 <7 < q. Here we understand -= OforneZ <0 . Note that n\
Hence by (5.9.3), we can find elements in F*(w) Xy(t) of the form t l X a+iy + (terms of lower degree in t) for p -q<i<p. In other words X a + iy + 0(t~1)e } x v (t) ^ ^ QQ^ f or p -q < i < p. Hence (5.9.4) I/':-^ g(a +;» c= lim 5.9.5. In general, for a C-vector space K denote by Grass m (K) the totality of m-dimensional linear subspaces of K with the natural structure of an algebraic variety. For a smooth algebraic variety X over C, let T*X be the cotangent bundle and Grass m (T*X) = (J xeX Grass m (T*X) (disjoint union) with the natural structure of an algebraic variety. We denote the limit in Grass m (F) or Grass m (T*X) (with the classical topology) by G-lim, and the limit in T*X by lim. Let n (resp. n m ) be the projection T*X-»X (resp. Grass m (T*X) -> X). 
As in the first step, we can show that G-lim of the left hand exists, which we shall denote by w"V". In the same way, we can determine the explicit form of V", and can show that w" J/"eGrass Repeating such an argument and using (5.9.6), we get the following algorithm. where m = codim G (£w#).
5.11.
The algorithm given in (5.10) often fails to be efficient to find codimension one intersections of /4(w)'s. Let us give a technique to make up for this fault. and especially
Since n(A) is a B x 5-stable irreducible subset of G, TT(^) = BzB for some zeW Then (5.14.2) can be also expressed as
Therefore, if M does not satisfy one of these conditions, then A(w") does not contain A.
5.15.
Besides the algorithm gien in (5.14), the following simple remark is also useful. If Bw"B does not contain n(A) = BzB (i.e., w" ^ z), then A(w") does not contain A.
5.16. In the notation of (5.14), even if A is contained in exactly two Lagrangians A(w) and A(w') 9 it is still possible that the irreducible algebraic variety, say A(w), would have more than one branches containing A. In order to apply the algorithm (5.6) and also (5.20) below, we need to know the local irreducibility of A(w) at the generic point of A. Assume 
Then i(T(BwB)%) = {(g, e, X)\geBwB 9 XeCftb'nb}. Take an open neighbourhood O of Y! in g which does not intersect C\C. Then i(T(BwB)$) (](GxGxO) = P2
1 (e)n 5(w) 0 n(G x G x 0), and therefore /(rCBwB) 1 ) -pj 1^) n£(w) in a neighbourhood of /(w'Yi). Hence the irreducibility of the germ of analytic space (T(BwB) ±~ w'FJ is equivalent to that of (p2 1 
(e)nS(w), z(wTi)). Note that 3(w) = {(g, h, X)eG x G x C\gh~l e B^B, (Consider the automorphism (g, h, X)-*(gh~l, h, X) of G x G x C, by which S(w) 0 is mapped to (BwB
x G x C) 0 {(x, h, X)eG x G x C \ Xe(b x n b)*}.) Hence (p 2 " 1 (^)n 5"(w)) x G -^ ^(w) by (0, e,
X)xh-* (gh, h, X h ). Thus the irreducibility of (P2 l (e)fl 3(w), (w', e, yj) is equivalent to that of (£(w), (w' 5 e, 7J). Put
Local irreducibility of conormal bundles
(1) Let C be a nilpotent class in g and ye Cnn. If 2 dim (ad (g)yfln) = dim C, then (C n n, y) is irreducible. 
every irreducible component of Cnn is of the same dimension [26], dim q(F(z)) = dim (C n n). On the other hand, dim
Qz
open dense in q (F(z) ), gzZ G (7 1 ) is open dense in q~1q(F(z)) 9 and consequently, (q~1q(F(z)), z) is irreducible. Thus F(z) is unique. 
Holonomy diagram To each we(W r \W/W I ) l such that
Local ^-functions
(Since W 0 has exactly two irreducible components in the analytic sense in a neighbourhood of a generic point of A, we can apply [24, Theorem 7.1] to our situation. By [10, 4.5] , the remaining argument of [24, §7] , with an obvious modification, also works in our situation.) 5.21. After submitting the first draft, the author learnt from M. Kashiwara a way to show that an irreducible (germ of) analytic space (A 9 q) (c W) of dimension dim G -1 is contained in at most two irreducible components, say A and A' 9 of (W 0 , q). This algorithm works only if A and A' regularly intersect each other, i.e., with the intersection exponent (ju:v) = (l:0). Thus, for example in (7.1) below, it does not work for the intersection of ,4(121) and yi(12121), but it does work and simplifies the argument for the other intersections.
Here we include this algorithm by permission of M. Kashiwara, to whom the author is very grateful.
Put The T 0 -action on T q A/T q A is non-trivial.
Restating (5.21.1) and (5.21.7) using colocalization, we get the following.
Intersection of conormal bundles (6)
Assumptions and notations be as in (5.7). Let T 0 be a maximal torus of the isotropy group G(w)y 2 . Assume that T 0 acts on F*(w)/(ad g(w))7 2 non-trivially. Then wY 2 is not contained in any irreducible component of W 0 other than A(w) or A(v/)> (A(w), w7 2 ) and (yi(w'), wF 2 ) are irreducible and non-singular, and their intersection exponent is §6. Kazhdan-Lusztig Conjectures 6.0. In [18] and [19] , Kazhdan and Lusztig made several conjectures, one of which has been settled [2] , [4] . Using or assuming these assertions, we can get useful information on the micro-local structure of ^/ A + 0<5 . In order to state their conjectures, we need to review [18] .
Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials
The Kazhdan-Lusztig polynomials Py tlv (q) (y, we WO are polynomials in q with non-negative integral coefficients, and Py jW (0) = 1. They can be calculated in the following way [18] . (1) The top line gives w. The boxed part gives R(w). The second line from the bottom gives R L -. The last line gives w~lR r _. Thus the last two lines consist R'(w). Since F*(w) = £ a6 * (w) 9 (a) and Lie (G(w)) = t + I ae * (w)uinw) g(a), we can calculate the orbit structure of the colocalizations (G(w), K*(w)), a part of which we give in the following The first column gives w. The second column gives points which belong to the open orbits of (G(w), V*(w)). The third column gives points which belong to codimension one orbits of (G(w), K*(w)). In the present case, it happens that each row contains only one element in the third column, but it is not a general feature. If Y l belongs to a codimension one orbit of (G(w), K*(w)), then K*(w)/(g(w) Next, taking Y 1 from the third column of (7.1.1), and assuming that We can show that the assumptions of (5.7) are satisfied if we take as Y 2 the element of the third column of (7.1.1) for w = 1 or w = 12121.
Edges of holonomy diagrams
Let X(w) = BwB/B, X = G/B and ^w -
Let us determine which A(w) and A(w') have a codimension one intersection, i.e., which pair (w, w') is linked by an edge in the holonomy diagram. Obviously, we have an edge 12121 -121212. Let us find elements in y4(121)n^(l) by the algorithm of (5.10). Put w 0 = 121, w 1 = 12, and w 2 = 1. Then y 0 = a i> y l = a 2 , E 0 = {a 2 , a x + a 2 , 3a t + 2a 2 }, E 1 = (2^ + a 2 , 3a x + a 2 , 3a x + 2a 2 }, and E 2 = {2a l + a 2 , 3a t + a 2 , 3a x + 2a 2 }. Hence X 2ai+a2 + X^+^er^1 • (A(121)nA(l))c: F(r x ). Cf. (5.10.1). As is easily seen, this element belongs to a codimension one orbit of (G(r x ), V(r±)). Since a x v e[g(a 1 ), g(a t )], we get rank G(r 1 )/[G(r 1 ), G(r x )] < 1 and consequently, (G^), F(rJ) has at most one orbit of codimension one. Hence X ai+a2 (the representative of the codimension one orbit given in (7.1.1)) and X 2ai+a2 + X 3ai+(X2 belong to the same orbit. Since rr 1 • C/l(121)rU(l)) (c F^^) is G^^-stable, A (I) and A(Ul) have codimension one intersection with the intersection exponents (fj,: v) = (1 :0), as we have already calculated. (Actually (G(r x ), F^)) has five orbits represented by -1) , and 0.) Let us find elements in /l(12121)n^l(121) by using algorithm of (5.10) again. Put w 0 = 12121, w x = 1212, and w 2 = 121. Then y x = a l9 y 2 = a 2 , o = {MI}' EI = {3^i + a 2 } and E 2 = {3a x + 2a 2 }. Next, put w 0 = 12121, w x -2121 and w 2 = 121. Then y 0 = 1212(a x ) = a x 4-a 2 , ^ = 121 (a 2 ) = 3a t + 2a 2 , £ 0 = {a 2 }, .Ej = {a 2 }, and E 2 = {a 2 }. Hence where w= 12121 and w'= 121. By (5.12), Grass! (w'" 1 (/i(w)n/l(w')) contains a G(w')-stable connected set, say Z, containing (g(3a 1 4-2a 2 ), g(a 2 )}. Since the orbits of (G(w'), F*(w')) are represented by ^a i+ « 2 (dim = 3), X 3xi+2(X2 + X a2 (dim -2), * 3ai + 2a2 (dim -1), X X2 (dim -1) and 0, the G(w')-stable subset UZ of F*(w') should contain the orbit of codimension one. Hence A(w) and yi(w') intersect in codimension one, and its intersection exponent is (2: 1), as we have 
Thus a contradicl 2 j j J tion arises. In the same way we can show that a contradiction arises if we assume some of /i(w)'s is not contained in W. It is interesting that we can get information about the explicit form of the ^-function by the representation theoretic argument.
Remark 7.2. We can determine the holonomy diagrams for (g, /) for rank Q <2 and card / = 1. Especially, the characteristic variety of «Sf 12121 is not irreducible. This phenomenon can be also explained as follows. Generally, assume that good Lagrangians /t(w) and /i(w') have an intersection of codimension one, We give the sets #(w) and £'(w) in the following table. 
2).)
Let us find elements in A(w I )riA(v^sr l r l ) by using (5.10). As is easily seen, (G(w 7 ), F(w 7 )) has 6 orbits represented by 7.6. If (g, p) is the complexification of a real simple Lie algebra of (real) rank one and its minimal parabolic subalgebra, then (g, /) is given by one of the following diagrams.
• The holonomy diagrams are given in Figure 8 . See (7.4) for (A /s 1, I). In these cases, A(w f ) appears at the bottom of the holonomy diagram. The local 6-function there is the product of all the factors attached to the edges. §8. Examples (3) 8.0. In this section, we give examples which need calculation more complicated than those of Section 7. We start with a slight improvement of our algorithm. Proof. Let p" be a subspace of p' such that g = F(w) © p" w © p. Put x = exp (A")w exp (X) exp (4) for X" e p", JT e F(w) and A e p. Then
x, e(w s A, grad log/ w (X), A)) for seC. Here we write (g, X) for gXeT*G (cf. (5.1) ). Hence the set of the limits of above points when e, A", X, A -»0 is equal to the set of the limits of (w, (0, e grad log/ w (.Af), 0)) when e, X -> 0. Since A(w) a W(/) if and only if wF*(w) c W(/), we get the assertion.
(C
Using [12] , we can show that the generalized Verma module p(S-{rJ)) is reducible if and only if the following condition is satisfied: The diagram on the right is the same as the one on the left, but is expressed in terms of matrix, e.g., \jT\ means the linear span of the root vectors in K*(w) to which correspond the vectors of the dual basis of V(w) lying in the block p of the matrix (8.
5.6) below. Put YQ =^b e[B] X(e(b) -e(b + B + C)).
Consider the sum 7 0 " of If C < 2E and C is even (resp. odd), then we understand that this sum ends with Thus, if we assume that the irreducibility of a generalized Verma module is controlled by fo-funetions, it is natural to expect A". The author hopes to discuss B" in a different place.
